THREE PARTS OF THIS LINE CAME TRUE TODAY  October 6 2014
IT WAS ONLY FOUND AND PUBLISHED ON SUNDAY 5TH, THE DAY BEFORE

9 15 4 SEIGNEUR PRELAT BOURGOING =
OBLIGING GURU (Ayse/ e.Yah) TO PLEB (you)

RE - ORGANISING E (Celtic rune for Sept. equinox
by causing the year to be 377 days see links here
E September equinox has been altered to the 27/28th - correct)
and/or “reorganising” E the Zeta45 the same of of ZetaTalk
RUE LIBRA ~ EGGS PONG ROUTINE  (volcanic sulphur di-oxide see link here).
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>(quite so - October 6 , came true)
EGG (Earth/Yellowstone?) RUE LIBRA SOON ERUPTING
October 10/11 at night time in other lines, with a strong south easterly blowing
» UNGREGARIOUS ELITE GET RIP G.
(G. September 30 – October 27, a Monday)
Elite get tectonic plates shift in their d.u.m.b.s

BELT (Orion) GROUP ROGUE (Anakim/Dagon) UP
(the Orions are not what they seem)
RE-ORGANISING ERUPT GREGARIOUS [people collection] REAPER ING (rune for harvest)
(take advantage of Earth changes, harvest for cannibalism)
GENEROUS [false] RAPTURE, NOTE: BURGLARISING PURE [children’s] EGO (souls)
and a second rapture during the sack cloth (April’s song 2015)

GORGEOUS NOBLE ALIEN PERTURBING  them -
BUGGERS REPTILIAN ON (Oannes) ING
[same] ROGUE BELEAGUERING PRIOR TONGUES
(Tower of Babel and inventing “duelling” religions [8 10 2] – disguising the rapture event/s
so that people do not see what “being caught up” really is ... this happens using blimp & cylinder craft
keeping in mind the “long ess” to be used [silently in your mind] if & when communicating with them
RESPOLUTION LARGE TENEBROUS [darkness] BUGGING EGG 1 (Egypt and/or Halloween)
(dark – volcanic nuclear winter)

ABLE (to) PRESENT GALES - RIG OUUN GIRO (saying artificial gales)
G (September 30 – October 27) caused by humans

GORGEOUS NOBLE ALIEN PERTURBING
ABLE URGE Earth  POSITION: RERUN BLUE ocean/air
G. (Monday) ONN. 19/20-March is in 2017
(earth turns or our own wind turbines or HAARP in use making gales)
(Hadron turns Earth? or HAARP weather machine same as Hurricane Katrina and Sandy.)

___
Wow! Yellowstone Super Volcano Major Release of Sulfur Dioxide ...
12 hours ago ... #yellowstone #quake #severeweather #earthquake #volcano #prophecy # endtimes #warning
#japanquake #earthquake #takushima #tsunami ... beforeitsnews.com
377 days orbit
http://www.oocities.org/br/kikolivros/new_earth_orbit.htm
And here is the formula these guys used: